The Project

bringing more fun to the sunshine coast
The good times are set to get even better at BIG4 Caloundra. We’ve heard your feedback,
so we are building a bigger, more exciting pool and entertainment area that will have
something new for everyone, whether your persuasion is thrill seeking,
relaxing or hanging out with friends and family.
Our new pool will incorporate waterplay and facilities for kids young and old (and older).
We are also creating a whole new food & beverage experience so you can sit back and
catch up with family & friends while the kids are entertained. Soon you’ll be able to
experience the best in Holiday Parks right here on the beautiful Sunshine Coast!

LAGOON STYLE POOL
TWO WATER SLIDES

More than 3 x larger than our existing pool
for the thrill seekers, young and young at heart

INTEGRATED WATER PLAY
SHADED ZONES

Keeping our guests sun-safe both in and around the pool

YEAR ROUND HEATING
A 25M LAP ZONE

Ideal for the little kids

Even in Winter, you’ll want to dive in

For the avid swimmers out there

SPECTACULAR VIEWS

TAKE IN THE STUNNING WATER VISTA WHILE RELAXING

NEW FOOD & BEV FACILITIES

An entirely new dining experience Coming Soon
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Will I receive a discount if I book a stay during construction?
We have reduced all of our tariffs during the expected construction period. The inconvenience
of noise and no swimming facilities, is not something we take lightly and as such, our new rates
reflect this.

Are you offering additional activites in lieu of the unavailable facilities?
We will be creating a new entertainment precinct on the other side of the park. This will include
a jump mat, Tom & Andy’s Pizza Van, regular live music & movie nights and a fire pit. During
the school holidays we will also offer additional entertainment such as petting zoos and face
painting, in this zone.

Will there still be a jumping pillow?
The existing jumping pillow will be in the construction zone and as such, will be
decommissioned during works. We will however, have a jump mat in the new entertainment
precinct.

When will these works be taking place?
Works will commence in June 2022 and run until early December 2022. To ensure the safety of
our guests and minimise any unreasonable disruptions, all cabins and sites directly surrounding
the construction zone will be taken off-line during this period.

How noisy is it likely to be?
We are expecting significant noise and dust, Monday - Friday from June to August. Once
the bulk earthworks are complete, this will reduce considerably. During works, the area will be
secured to provide a safe environment for our guests and staff. We are not anticipating any
weekend work.

